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We discuss the effects of a gauge freedom in representing quantum information process-
ing devices, and its implications for characterizing these devices. We demonstrate with
experimentally relevant examples that there exists equally valid descriptions of the same ex-
periment which distribute errors differently among objects in a gate-set, leading to different
error rates. Consequently, it can be misleading to attach a concrete operational meaning
to figures of merit for individual gate-set elements. We propose an alternative operational
figure of merit for a gate-set, the mean variation error, and a protocol for measuring this
figure.
Knowing how to characterize one’s control over a quantum system is of utmost im-
portance in quantum information processing. An experimentalist requires protocols and
metrics that appropriately describe the error rate of their quantum processor. Quantum
mechanics allows us to assign representations to describe the state of quantum objects and
processes, and many figures of merit have been developed to evaluate them based on their
representation [1]. For example, the fidelity and trace distance are two commonly quoted
measures.
Conventional quantum tomography unrealistically assumes that the states and/or mea-
surements being used to probe the unknown operation are ideal. Recently, gate-set tomog-
raphy (GST) has been developed to avoid making such assumptions by self-consistently
inferring all gate-set elements from experimentally estimated probabilities [2, 3]. Relaxing
these assumptions results in a non-unique representation of the gate-set due to a gauge
freedom [3, 4]. Many conventional measures depend on the particular representation for
quantum operations. Therefore, assessing the quality of a quantum device in terms of these
metrics applied to non-unique representations may be inaccurate. Despite the broad con-
ceptual importance of representing quantum operations, the impact of the gauge freedom
has only occasionally been analyzed, and primarily in the context of gate-dependent noise
in randomized benchmarking [5–7].
In this work we clarify how this gauge freedom affects experimental descriptions and
demonstrate some of its implications for interpreting experimentally reconstructed represen-
tations of quantum objects. In section I we demonstrate with an experimentally motivated
example that the gauge freedom makes assigning errors to individual operations ambiguous
and demonstrates that the gauge freedom is a separate issue from gate-dependent noise.
In section II we give definitions for gauges and gauge transformations, as well as their role
in representing quantum operations as mathematical objects. In section III we discuss the
implications brought by this gauge freedom, in particular addressing why many figures of
merit such as the diamond norm distance between a measured gate and a target do not have
a concrete operational meaning. We also mention some common practices in tomography
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2that are related to this problem. Lastly, in section IV, we define and motivate the mean
variation error (MVE), a gauge-invariant figure of merit for gate-sets. We provide a protocol
to experimentally measure the MVE and demonstrate its behaviour relative to randomized
benchmarking through numerical simulations.
I. ASSIGNING ERRORS TO OPERATIONS
We now illustrate the gauge freedom with a simple, experimentally relevant example,
namely, amplitude damping. A gate-set is a mathematical description of the possible ac-
tions executable in an experiment, typically consisting of models for initial states (S), gate
operations (G), and measurements (M). If an experimentalist with an ideal quantum sys-
tem could initialize a qubit in the state |0〉, apply an arbitrary unitary gate, and measure
the expectation value of Z, then their control can be represented by the gate-set
Φ =
{
SΦ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, GΦ = SU(2), MΦ = Z
}
. (1)
Now suppose that the experimentalist prepares a mixed initial Z state with polarization
1 and performs a measurement with signal-to-noise ratio 2. Suppose further that before
each gate is applied, the system undergoes amplitude damping with strength γ but that the
target Hamiltonian is still implemented perfectly. The Pauli-Liouville representation (see
Appendix or e.g., [8]) of the noisy gate-set is then
Θ =
SΘ =
1√
2

1
0
0
1
 , GΘ = {UAγ : U ∈ SU(2)}, MΘ = (0 0 2√2 0)
 (2)
where U = UρU † denotes the unitary channel acting via conjugation and
Aγ =

1 0 0 0
0
√
1− γ 0 0
0 0
√
1− γ 0
γ 0 0 1− γ
 . (3)
The expectation value of an operator M given an input state ρ is the vector inner product
between the Pauli-Liouville representations of the state and measurement operators,
prob = 〈〈M |ρ〉〉. (4)
If m gates G1, . . . ,Gm ∈ G are applied to the state in chronological order before the mea-
surement takes place, the expectation value becomes
prob = 〈〈M |Gm:1|ρ〉〉 (5)
where we use the shorthand notation
Gb:a :=
{
GbGb−1...Ga if b ≥ a
I otherwise. (6)
3The above probabilities are preserved under the family of gate-set transformations
|ρ〉〉 → B|ρ〉〉, 〈〈M | → 〈〈M |B−1, GΦ → BGΦB−1 (7)
for some invertible matrix B. Because these probabilities are the only experimentally ac-
cessible quantities, the same experimental results can be predicted equally well by these
two gate-sets. This is the gauge freedom inherent in mathematically representing quan-
tum experiments, in analogy with concepts in thermodynamics and electromagnetism [9],
with B being called a gauge transformation matrix. The analogy arises from the fact that
changing the gauge does not result in observable effects in an experiment, just as changing
the electromagnetic gauge would not result in any difference in the measurable electric or
magnetic fields.
Generally, a gate-set is considered valid if all quantum states can be represented as
density matrices, measurements as expectation values of Hermitian operators, and quan-
tum gates as completely-positive, trace-preserving (CPTP) maps as these conditions ensure
that probabilities for arbitrary experiments are positive. Gauge transformations do not gen-
erally preserve these canonical constraints, although the resulting gate-set is nevertheless
an equally valid mathematical description of the same experiment.
We now present a simple, physically motivated, gauge transformation that yields a gate-
set that suggests a different physical interpretation of the experimental system. Applying
the gauge transformation matrix
B =

1 0 0 0
0 q 0 0
0 0 q 0
0 0 0 q
 (8)
for any q ∈ [−1, 1] to the noisy gate-set in eq. (2) yields the equivalent gate-set
Θq =
SΘq =
1√
2

1
0
0
q1
 , GΘq = {UAγ,q : U ∈ SU(2)}, MΘq = (0 0 0 2q√2)
 , (9)
where
Aγ,q =

1 0 0 0
0
√
1− γ 0 0
0 0
√
1− γ 0
qγ 0 0 1− γ
 (10)
and we have used the fact that U commutes with B for any U ∈ SU(2). The gauge
transformation results in equivalent statistics but suggests a different noise model, namely,
relaxation to a mixed state rather than a pure state (corresponding to a different effective
temperature). As long as |q| ∈ [|2|, 1], the states, measurements, and transformations all
satisfy the canonical constraints for gate-set elements.
Note that this gauge freedom does not change the average gate fidelity as trAγ,q is inde-
pendent of q [10, Eq. 2.5]. However, the diamond distance from the identity depends on q,
with ‖Aγ,1 − I‖ ≈ 2‖Aγ,0 − I‖ for γ ∈ [0, 1] [11]. Moreover, this example illustrates that
noise can be artificially reassigned to different objects, as the state in eq. (2) is closer to pure
4than the one in eq. (9). Note that the range of gauge transformations is constrained by 2
and so cannot significantly change the effective temperature for systems with high quality
readout. We could have added larger errors by considering a non-unital (e.g., Aγ,qB) or
unitary gauge transformation at the cost of making the errors gate-dependent and conse-
quently giving a more complicated example. We did not do this as our intent is to clarify
that the gauge freedom is more than a basis mis-match [12] and is distinct from the issue
of gate-dependent noise [5, 7, 12]. In particular, we note that the full effect of the gauge
freedom for states and measurements is unknown.
II. GAUGE AND REPRESENTATION OF QUANTUM STATES
We have seen that under realistic circumstances, the same experiment can be described
by distinct gate-sets that suggest different physical noise models due to a gauge freedom. In
this section we illustrate how representations of quantum states are related to the concepts
of gauges and gauge transformations. For clarity we focus on the representation for quantum
states, but similar arguments can be made about gate and measurement operations.
From the point of view of scientific realism, the apparatus (e.g., a qubit) has a physical
existence and properties (which may be relative to the environment) independent of our
representation. We describe the abstract state of this physical object as a noumenal state
following the terminology in [13], denoted as N in Figure fig. 1. Here we slightly change
their definition to include in N both physically allowed (denoted as P ) and forbidden states,
such that the set N contains both states that the system can be in, and ones that it cannot
be in based on the physics. Quantum mechanics allows us to assign to each noumenal state
a mathematical representation which is an element of a Hilbert space Hd: for example, one
can associate the system with a matrix that summarizes its properties, and the set of all
d×d matrices is called R in the same figure. Such an association is what we call a gauge Γ,
which is a bijective map from N to R: the bijectivity of the map should be clear from our
inclusion of physically-forbidden states in N, which allows assigning “some state” to every
d× d matrix. Different choices of Γ thus correspond to different mathematical descriptions
of the noumenal states.
The common formulation of quantum mechanics says that every state of a quantum
object can be described by a density operator [14], which belongs to a subset of the canonical
constraints defined at the beginning of section I. This means that there exists a canonical
gauge
Γ1 : N → R, Γ1(P) = Dd (11)
where Dd is the set of d × d density operators. In fact, there exists a family of canonical
gauges that are all related to Γ1 through unitary gauge transformations which preserves
the shape of Dd. Satisfying the canonical constraint implies that we should work in one of
these canonical gauges. Now, consider another gauge Γ2 which can be converted from Γ1
with a gauge transformation B12, defined by
B12 := Γ2(Γ
−1
1 ), B12(r
1
∗) = r
2
∗ (12)
where the r’s are members in R and the superscript denotes the gauge in which they are
represented. In the light of eq. (7), this transformation can be represented in Pauli-Liouville
representation as
|B12(ρ)〉〉 := B12|ρ〉〉, 〈〈B12(M)| := 〈〈M |B−112 , GB12(Φ) := B12GΦB−112 (13)
5Figure 1. Diagram illustrating the distinction between the set of noumenal states N and their
mathematical representations R. For a single qubit, R is the set of 2 × 2 matrices. A gauge is a
bijective map Γ : N → R. Let P be the set of all noumenal states that can possibly be prepared
physically. In general, P is unknown, but Γ(P) is assumed to satisfy the canonical constraints, that
is, to be the set of density matrices. In our example, Γ1(P) is the set of density operators in the
corresponding Hilbert space and B12 is a gauge transformation from Γ1 to Γ2. Whether an object
in R directly corresponds to objects in P or not depends on the particular gauge under which the
object is represented. For example, r12 = Γ1(n2) is a density operator while r
2
2 = Γ2(n2) is not,
despite both being the image of the same physical state.
As a subset of R, Γ1(P) is generally not invariant under an arbitrary gauge transformation:
consider a general trace-preserving transformation given by the following transformation
matrix
B12 =
(
1 0
~x y
)
(14)
where ~x is a (d2 − 1) by 1 real vector and y is a (d2 − 1) by (d2 − 1) real matrix: the image
of this affine transformation of Γ1(P) is a different subset of R. Such a gauge is perfectly
valid in principle, provided that all the gates and measurement operators are transformed
according to eq. (13) as well, even though Γ2(P) is no longer the set of density operators.
The existence of a non-canonical gauge implies, for example, that a physical state may
or may not be represented by a density operator: as illustrated in fig. 1, r21 ∈ Γ1(P) whereas
r22 /∈ Γ1(P). Similarly, a density operator in a non-canonical gauge does not necessarily
correspond to a physical state, as r23 ∈ Γ1(P) but n3 /∈ P. One example for the state n3 is a
qubit state represented as 12(I +
10
9 σz) in a canonical gauge. It is not positive semidefinite
and thus lies outside I1, representing an abstract state the qubit cannot be in. Now, using
B12 = B from eq. (8) with q =
9
10 , the image of n3 under Γ2 becomes
1
2(I + σz), which is a
density operator, but only as a consequence of this non-canonical gauge. We conclude that
if the gauge is unknown, the mathematical representation does not imply the noumenal
state is physically possible. Representations satisfying the canonical constraints are easier
to work with, so it is often implicitly assumed that all gate-set elements (obtained from a
tomography experiment, for example) are expressed in a canonical gauge. However, this
assumption can only be verified by performing perfect experiments, which are axiomatically
the operations specified by the canonical constraints (up to a unitary change of basis).
6III. OPERATIONAL INTERPRETATIONS OF FIGURES OF MERIT
The existence of this gauge freedom has direct implications for figures of merit used to
evaluate quantum operations. The main problem is that there is no way to know whether
an experimentally-determined gate-set element is expressed in a canonical gauge. We have
already seen in section I that by changing the gauge, the states can appear as having
different expressions; the same holds true for gates and measurement operators.
From quantum information theory, we have successfully attached some operational mean-
ings to various distance metrics: an important example is the interpretation for the diamond
norm distance between two channels A and B as the maximum distinguishability between
output states under a fixed input [15]. Mathematically,
1
2
‖A − B‖ = max
M∈Γ(M),ρ∈Γ(P)
〈〈M1|(A− B)⊗ I)|ρ〉〉 (15)
where P and M are the set of physically possible states and measurements respectively.
This operational meaning is gauge invariant, provided one consistently transforms A, B,
Γ(P), and Γ(M). However, when A is an experimentally reconstructed gate and B is its
ideal target, Γ(P) and Γ(M) are unknown and so the above maximization that leads to its
operational meaning cannot be performed. To obtain concrete numbers, people calculate
1
2
‖A − B‖ = max
M∈µ(Dd),ρ∈Dd
〈〈M1|(A− B)⊗ I)|ρ〉〉 (16)
where µ(Dd) is the set of all POVMs. However, this assumes that the reconstructed A
and the ideal target B are expressed in a canonical gauge. While B is an ideal gate, its
representation may not be unitary in a non-canonical (and unknown) gauge. Other works
have reported that the quantity 12‖A − B‖ can be changed by changing the gauge and used
this to minimize reported error rates [4], however, such changes are obtained by implicitly
changing the set of physically allowed states and measurements. Note that even in one
special case of interest where B = I, which is gauge invariant, A is still reconstructed in an
unknown gauge.
We briefly discuss several common practices related to this gauge freedom in quantum
tomography. The process known as “gauge optimization” is commonly adopted in GST
experiments whereby the gauge transformation matrix B is varied to minimize the distance
from the target gate-set according to a (non-gauge-invariant) weighted distance measure
[4]. However, this optimized gauge is just as arbitrary as any other gauge, and one still
cannot know whether the resultant gate-set is a faithful representation of the apparatus, in
particular, whether the states and measurements that satisfy the canonical constraints are
actually the images of the set of physically possible states and measurements respectively.
Moreover, such optimization undermines a common use of tomography, namely assessing the
performance of a system against some external threshold (e.g., a fault-tolerance threshold).
Altering the gauge to make the tested channel similar to its target will artificially reduce
the distance between the two. Additionally, assigning different weights on SPAM and gates
during gauge optimization will result in a difference in the output, and such weights are
only based on rough initial guess about the relative quality of these components. Another
common approach is Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), which takes the estimated
gate-set to be the one that maximizes the likelihood function of obtaining the experimental
data, while restricting the gate-set elements to satisfy the canonical physicality constraints
7[16, 17]. MLE does not resolve the gauge ambiguity either, because all gauge-equivalent
gate-sets are equally likely to produce the data by definition. In the process of optimization,
one will find that the likelihood function profile has the same value wherever two points
are related by a gauge-transformation, and the actual output is largely a matter of the
optimization algorithm and the initial parameters [18].
IV. A GAUGE-INVARIANT MEASURE FOR GATE-SETS
The gauge freedom prevents one from using conventional distance measures to faithfully
evaluate the quality of individual quantum operations. Note that our discussion is carried
out in the absence of any additional errors such as finite-counting, and in a real experi-
ment the situation becomes even more complicated. Fundamentally, this problem is due
to the limited information that can be gained from experimental probabilities. A gauge-
transformation re-assigns state, gate, and measurement “errors” by adjusting their relative
appearance in different representations, while keeping the experimental measurables un-
changed, although some degrees of freedom can be fixed by convention (e.g., that the state
preparation is diagonal in the Z eigenbasis).
We now propose a gauge-invariant figure of merit for a gate-set. As far as we know,
this is the first fully gauge-invariant measure, addressing a problem raised in Ref. [18]. Let
Φ denote the gate-set {S,G,M} and C denote a particular experiment with input state
ρ ∈ S, measurement M ∈M, and a set of m gates G1...Gm each selected from G. The only
observable properties of the experiment C is the probability distribution over outcomes.
We can quantify the error of the experiment by the total variation distance between the
observed and ideal distributions over outcomes,
δd(C, C˜) :=
1
2
∑
i
∣∣∣Tr[M˜ †i G˜m:1(ρ˜)]− Tr[M †iGm:1(ρ)]∣∣∣ (17)
where the tilde represents real versions of the operations. The total variation distance is
a metric over probability distributions. Denoting the set of all experiments with m gates
by Am, we further define the Mean Variation Error (MVE) over Am with the underlying
gate-set Φ as
x(Φ,m) :=
1
|Am|
∑
C∈Am
[δd(C, C˜)] (18)
Note that although in each C only one state and one measurement is allowed (in order for
the final outcome to be a valid probability distribution), there is no constraint on how many
are included in the gate-set. The size of Am is thus given by |Am| = |S||G|m|M|.
The MVE quantifies how well the apparatus performs an average experiment from the
gate-set. In the case where the measurement is a projective measurement in the basis of
the initial state (i.e., ρ = Mi for some i) and the gate sequence is self-inverting, δd(C, C˜)
can be simplified as
δd(C, C˜) =
1
2
∣∣∣Tr[M˜ †i G˜m:1(ρ˜)]− 1∣∣∣+∑
j 6=i
∣∣∣Tr[(I − M˜j)†G˜m:1(ρ˜)]− 0∣∣∣

= 1− Tr
[
M˜ †i G˜m:1(ρ˜)
] (19)
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Figure 2. Simulated mean variation error from eq. (18) under two error models for a gate-set with
ρ = M1 = |0〉〈0|, and G = Cl1 being the 1-qubit Clifford group. The depolarizing error channel is
ED(ρ, r) = (1−2r)ρ+rI, whereas the unitary error is EU (ρ, θ) = e−iθZ with θ = arccos
(√
1− 3r/2
)
,
such that the error channel on every gate has an averaged infidelity of r = 10−4. Blue circles
indicate self-inverting (identity) circuits whereas red squares indicate random circuits. Each point
is generated from averaging 200 random circuits with length m; error bars are standard error in
the mean and data shows significant spread for unitary error. MVE may have different behaviors
under different error types (m or
√
m) for a random circuit, as compared to the linear behavior for
a self-inverting circuit. The inset in the second plot is a zoom-in view for small m, showing the
significant underestimation of MVE by restricting to self-inverting circuits.
whose average over Am is just 1 minus the “survival probability” plotted in a conventional
randomized benchmarking experiment. When G is a unitary 2-design, the MVE restricted
to self-inverting gate sequences is well-approximated by a linear relation to first order in
the average error rate [5, 7].
However, for generic gate sequences, the MVE behaves differently depending on the
underlying error model. This behavior provides additional information about the underlying
error mechanism compared to a conventional randomized benchmarking experiment [19]. To
illustrate this, we simulated random circuits of varying length m sampled from the gate-set
Φ = {S = |0〉〈0| ,G = Cl1,M = |0〉〈0|} (with Cl1 denoting the set of 1-qubit Clifford gates),
where erroneous gates are represented as G˜ = EG for a fixed error channel E . We simulated
two types of random circuits: circuits from the entire set of possible experiments allowed by
the gate-set, and circuits restricted to self-inverting gate sequences. In both simulations, the
state and measurements are assumed to be error-free. The results are shown in fig. 2. When
the error is a depolarizing channel, the MVE scales linearly with the gate sequence length
m for both random and self-inverting circuits, with the slope for random circuits being
∼ 1/3 the slope for self-inverting circuits. This is because when the state is transformed
onto the xy-plane of the Bloch sphere right before measurement (which happens about 2/3
of the time), the depolarizing channel does not affect the outcome probability of a z-axis
measurement, resulting in an MVE of 0 for those circuit sequences. Additionally, there is
no statistical error present for the self-inverting circuit under this error model because all
circuits of the same sequence length have exactly the same overall error, as the error channel
commutes with all the gates in Cl1. In contrast, for a gate-independent unitary error, the
9scaling remains linear for the self-inverting circuits but exhibits a
√
m scaling for generic
circuits. This occurs because when the state system is in the xy-plane before measurement,
each error contributes a random sign to the probability of each outcome, whereas when the
system is on the z axis each error has to contribute a systematic sign [19]. As shown in
fig. 2, this implies that restricting to self-inverting circuits can underestimate the MVE by
over an order of magnitude in the small-m regime, which is relevant for near-term quantum
computer applications.
Unlike other distance measures where an improvement in quality can be caused by a
bias in choosing a gauge, a decrease in MVE is unequivocally an improvement due to
its gauge-invariance and because, by definition, the output probability distribution gets
closer to the ideal distribution. Furthermore, the MVE captures the relevant behavior for
generic circuits, rather than just self-inverting circuits which, by design, perform no useful
computation.
A protocol for estimating the MVE of a gate-set Φ = {S,G,M} is as follows:
1. Select Nm random experiments C ∈ Am, for some Nm large enough to accurately
approximate the average.
2. Repeat each experiment C Km times to estimate 〈M˜i, G˜m:1(ρ˜)〉 for each C.
3. Compute the ideal probabilities 〈Mi, Gm:1(ρ)〉 for each observed outcome of C˜.
4. Calculate δd(C, C˜) for each experiment C, average over them to estimate x(Φ,m).
5. Repeat step 1–4 for different values of m to measure the scaling behaviour of MVE.
Note that if G is a unitary 2-design and the states and measurements are chosen appropri-
ately, the applied operations are identical to those used to estimate the unitarity [20]. The
primary difference in the protocol is that it is more scalable, more general, and has different
post-processing.
The scalability of the above protocol is affected by the number of experiments Nm, the
number of repetitions for each experiment Km, and the complexity of calculating the ideal
probabilities. The number of experiments determine the accuracy of the MVE, and can
be estimated using Hoeffding’s inequality independently of the number of qubits [21]. The
complexity in the protocol is determined by the complexity of calculating probabilities and
by the number of repetitions required to estimate δd(C, C˜) to a fixed precision. The number
of repetitions required to estimate δd(C, C˜) to a fixed precision is polynomial in the number
of outcomes [22]. To efficiently characterize multi-qubit gate-sets (where the number of
raw outcomes grows exponentially with the number of qubits), we can coarse-grain the
measurements over sets of outcomes. The computational complexity of calculating each
probability will depend on the gate-set in question. The ideal probabilities can be efficiently
computed if G is the N -qubit Clifford group [23, 24]. For gate-sets containing only one- and
two-qubit gates and product states and measurements, the MVE can be computed for small
values of m. However, for a generic gate-set, each probability will be hard to compute. Of
course, for small systems with a few qubits, this procedure can nonetheless be performed
quickly on a classical computer.
An experimentalist can perform a feedback loop whereby they update the control pa-
rameters, rerun the MVE evaluation experiment (potentially for some fixed value of m)
and compare to the previous result to see if the error has decreased. Protocols that use
feedback from experimental outcomes to improve control over quantum devices have been
10
proposed before, such as in [25] where control parameters were optimized by maximizing
the randomized benchmarking survival probability for a fixed sequence length. Optimizing
the MVE instead of the randomized benchmarking survival probability corresponds to min-
imizing the effect of errors on generic quantum circuits, rather than minimizing the effect
of errors on self-inverting circuits. As demonstrated in fig. 2, errors in self-inverting circuits
may be substantially smaller than those in generic circuits because such circuits suppress
coherent errors and implement a form of randomized dynamical decoupling [26].
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Appendix A: Pauli-Liouville representation
Here we present the Pauli-Liouville representation for gate-set elements. For simplicity
we focus on system of n qubits where quantum states can be represented as 2n×2n Hermitian
operators. It is commonly known that the set of (tensor products of) normalized Pauli
matrices, which we denote as Pn, form an orthonormal basis for all 2
n × 2n Hermitian
operators. Elements in Pn are of the form
P =
⊗
k
(
σk√
2
)
(A1)
and each σk is a member from the single-qubit Pauli group, P1 := {σ0 = I, σ1 = X, σ2 =
Y, σ3 = Z}. The orthonormality is defined with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt inner
product
〈Pi, Pj〉HS := Tr
[
P †i Pj
]
= δij , Pi, Pj ∈ Pn (A2)
Any 2n by 2n Hermitian matrix can be represented as a real linear combination of
Pauli basis matrices. Writing these inner products as components of a vector will define a
representation in the space of 22n× 1 real vectors, which is isomorphic to the set of 2n× 2n
real matrices.
For every 2n by 2n Hermitian matrix ρ, we define its Pauli-Liouville representation as
follows:
|ρ〉〉 :=
∑
i
Tr[ρPi]|i〉〉 (A3)
and define an element σ in the dual space (e.g., representing a measurement operator) as
〈〈σ| :=
∑
i
Tr[Piσ]
∗〈〈i| (A4)
where |i〉〉 and 〈〈i| are standard computational (column and row) basis vectors with 1 in
the i-th entry and 0 elsewhere. We see that the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product is now
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transformed into an Euclidean inner product:
〈〈σ|ρ〉〉 =
∑
i,j
Tr[ρPi] Tr[Pjσ]
∗〈〈j|i〉〉
=
∑
i,j
Tr[ρPi] Tr[Pjσ]
∗Tr[PiPj ]
= Tr
∑
i
Tr[ρPi]Pi
∑
j
Tr[Pjσ]
∗Pj

= Tr
[
σ†ρ
]
(A5)
where the following equation is used:∑
i
Tr[PiA]
∗Pi =
∑
i
Tr
[
P †i A
]∗
Pi
=
∑
i
Tr
[
(A†Pi)†
]
Pi
=
∑
i
Tr
[
(A†Pi)T
]
Pi
=
∑
i
Tr
[
A†Pi
]
Pi = A
†
(A6)
Now, define the Pauli-Liouville representation of a (linear) map G as AG , which has com-
ponents
(AG)ij := Tr[PiG(Pj)] (A7)
then the post-state of G acting on a state ρ, written all in the Pauli basis, can be shown to
be equal to a matrix multiplication:
|G(ρ)〉〉 =
∑
i
Tr[G(ρ)Pi]|i〉〉
=
∑
i
Tr
G(∑
j
Tr[ρPj ]Pj)Pi
|i〉〉
=
∑
ij
Tr[ρPj ] Tr[G(Pj)Pi]|i〉〉
=
∑
ij
(AG)ij(|ρ〉〉)j |i〉〉
= AG |ρ〉〉
(A8)
Thus, series of gates are conveniently expressed as matrix multiplications (from the left) in
the Pauli-Liouville representation.
